
Folk wisdom in optical 
design 
By Anthony E. Smart 

This paper augments textbook design rules wi th les
sons learned f rom bui ld ing optical systems that ac
tually meet specifications. Implementing optical sys

tems requires more than a knowledge of optics and use of 
contemporary design codes. Achievement of excellence 
also requires a k i nd of "street" knowledge, learned not 
f r o m tex tbooks but f r o m exper ience , i ndeed , o f ten 
through failures. These hard-won lessons are here col lo
quially described as " fo l k w i s d o m . " Valuable experience is 
often hidden in tradit ional methodology. Sometimes such 
hints may be disregarded in favor of apparent improve
ments wi thout serious consequences; nevertheless, raising 
a question before proceeding w i th what appears to be an 
obvious improvement may prevent later problems. This 
paper outlines techniques wh ich , if borne in m ind during 
the system conceptualization and design phases, can im
prove efficiency, effectiveness, and ultimate performance. 
Costs, mechanical constraints, parts choice, specification 
and procurement, available adjustments, alignment se
quence and retention, deterioration of performance wi th 
aging, and other factors are considered. 

These notes and tables may be useful in the design of 
optical systems and their necessary mechanical support 
structures. Wh i le min imal functionality may sometimes be 
achieved by competent appl icat ion of textbook optical 
and mechanical design, excellence depends also on the in
telligent applications of lessons f rom experience. Some of 
the comments here were learned painful ly, and extraordi
narily s lowly, by designing and fielding many laser-based 
instruments of various types and operating principles over 
more than two decades. 

The lessons also apply to coherent and incoherent imag
ing and holographic systems, radiat ion sources and detec-
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tors, active and passive devices, and many other compo
nents and systems. Whether the appl icat ion be at the eso
teric edges of research or an industrial device that must be 
simple, reliable, and cheap enough to be profitable, careful 
analysis and opt imizat ion always pays off. 

For both organizat ional and technical purposes, a good 
project p lan is required. This need not be elaborate, but 
w i l l usually expose any potential prob lem areas that may 
thus be accorded further attention in time for solutions to 
be found. 

Advantages accrue f rom an early emphasis on systems 
analysis, w i th careful verif ication of principle, specifica
t ion of performance, cost, interfaces, testing, and antici
pated reliabil ity. It is also beneficial to retain a sensitivity 
to partly remembered experiences, frequently available v ia 
the med ium of " in tu i t ion . " 

The concepts and caveats described here are probably 
available elsewhere, spread thinly over publications and 
years. In the fo l lowing tables are some considerations and 
mnemonics that may prevent some problems and offer 
possible solutions to others. 

Creating an optical system 
There are many ways to obtain a work ing optical sys

tem. Table I suggests a possible sequence of actions that 
may lead to such a realization. W h a t is meant by "opt ica l 
system" here is not only the optical components but also 
the mechanical support ing structures, alignment mecha
nisms, and even the documentat ion that specifies the sys
tem and permits testing and quali f ication. 

Use Gedanken " thought " experiments to simulate your 
proposed system and what you w i l l be doing whi le using 
it. These may suggest addit ional adjustments, identify nec
essary design changes, recommend special tools, improve 
cal ibrat ion methods, etc. 

Wh i le these steps may appear to be a logical sequence, it 
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Table I 
Approach to a Successful Optical System 

1] Obtain and agree all necessary detailed specifications 
for performance and interfacing. Acknowledge that a 
modern optical system will probably involve not only 
optical components and mechanical design, but also 
electronics, computer hardware and software, and user 
communication. Start at system level. 

2] Specify the physical enclosure, its external and internal 
environments, and all necessary services. 

3] Lay out a preliminary optical design, bearing in mind 
that standard optics are always to be preferred. 

4] Choose appropriate methods of component mounting 
and adjustment and write an alignment algorithm that 
permits performance verification. 

5] Produce an Interface Control Document with all sys
tem interfaces and connectivity accurately specified. 
Assure that this includes functional and logical archi
tecture as well as hardware. 

6] Produce a full scale General Assembly Drawing for all 
optical and mechanical components. 

7] Confirm parts availability, specifications, quality, 
price, delivery, second sources, etc. 

8] Procure parts, assemble, test, and document adequately. 

FIGURE 1. 

Table II 
Considerations of Optical 

Stimulus Generation 

P R O B E G E O M E T R Y [Size, 3-D shape, Beam Control] 
W A V E L E N G T H (RANGE) [Broad Band, Monochromatic, 

Coherent] 
SOURCES(S) [Thermal, Laser, Flash] 
INTRINSIC L U M I N A N C E [Lagrange Invariant] 
C O H E R E N C E [Source Properties] 

SPATIAL [Transverse Mode Structure] 
T E M P O R A L [Resonator Stability] 

POLARIZATION ["S" or " P " ; Ellipticity] 
ABBERATIONS [Seidel, Chromatic, Higher Orders] 
TRANSMISSION 
EFFICIENCY [Materials Components] 
A L I G N M E N T [Mechanical Design] 

EASE O F SET U P [Adjustment Algorithm] 
STABILITY [Locking] 

C O M P O N E N T Q U A L I T Y [Quality Specification] 
INTEGRITY [Testing] 
COATINGS [Efficiency] 

TEST E N V I R O N M E N T [Wavefront Degradation, Bloom
ing] 
[Absorption] 
[Non-linear Effects] 

Table III 
Considerations of 
Optical Response 

C O L L E C T I O N OPTICS [Pointing, Aperture, Transmission] 
STOPS [Placement (Field, Aperture, 

Hybrid)] 
FILTERS [Wavelength, Bandwidth, Tuning] 
DETECTORS [Type (PMT, APD, Others)] 

[Quantum Efficiency, Gain] 
[Noise Quantum Statistics, 
Amplifier] 

is often necessary or desirable to loop back for verifica
tion, forced changes, correction of errors, etc. Certain ac
tivities, such as documentation and acceptance tests, per
meate the entire process. 

At preselected intervals, peers and colleagues should be 
involved in design reviews. Find the most critical detrac
tor—someone who thinks it cannot be done—and listen 
carefully to his objections. He will help to identify obsta
cles while it is still early enough to surmount them. 

Leave the ego outside the design review. Think of par
ticipants as "devil's advocates" rather than adversaries. 
Supplementary reviews handle any matters where doubt, 
confusion, or difference of opinion exists. Any such must 
be pursued until agreement is reached: it will take less time 
and cost less in the long run. 

Figure 1 shows a generic experiment with a morpholo
gy typical of many active optical systems. The major inter
est here is in the stimulus, implying irradiation, and the 
response, deriving from properties of the examined entity. 
Although it is essential to treat these factors in the context 
of a whole system, only the stimulus and response will be 
discussed here. A passive system is a subset of this, with 
the stimulus omitted, the response being replaced by a nat
ural property of the system. 
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Table II shows some practical considerations for stimu
lus generation while Table III is equivalent for response. 
Many items in Table II are also relevant to Table III. 

These considerations may be applied to optical compo
nents of all types, including fiber optics and special pur
pose devices. 

Environment 
Three levels of environment may be considered—the lo

cal conditions of the optical system, the extensive proper
ties of the phenomena under examination, and the envi
ronmental constraints of the test facility. These extend to 
such physical trivia as, "Is the rig window transparent at 
the wavelength of interest?", "Does the building have a 
floor upon which to place the optical system?", "Are the 
necessary services available?", "Wi l l your lenses melt?" or 
"How far away must I be to avoid the impact crater?". 
These may be thought humorous only until they happen 
without having been anticipated. 

Table IV considers factors necessary for successful oper
ation in the environment under which the optical system 

Table IV 
Environmental Considerations 

MECHANICAL 
STATIC STRESSES 
VIBRATION 
WEIGHT AND SIZE 

THERMAL 
COMPONENT 
BEHAVIOR 

LOCAL VARIATION 

EXTREMES 
RADIATION 

SPURIOUS LIGHT 

COMPONENT 
DAMAGE 

AERO-OPTICS 
INHOMOGENEITY 

ELECTROMAGNETIC 
NOISE 

SENSITIVITY TO 

CREATION OF 

[Mechanical Strength, Materials] 
[Rigidity, Construction] 
[Small is Better, c.f. Cost 
Constraints] 

[Temperature Sensitivity, 
Property Changes] 
[Differential Misalignments, 
Distortions] 
[Thermal Controls, Insulation] 

[Stops, Filters, Surface 
Treatments] 

[Protection Mechanisms] 

[Refractive Distortions of 
Wavefront] 

[Proper Grounding, Hardening, 
RFI Screening] 
[Screening, Isolation, Power 
Supplies] 

must work. Not only must the equipment survive, it must 
continue to perform to specification. The operating envi
ronment of a state-of-the-art optical system is rarely as 
benign as that of the laboratory, and many factors that 
cause deterioration of ultimate performance go unheeded 
until final installation. 

Table V is a group of observations that, if disregarded, 
lead to inevitable retribution. 

Table V Proverbs and Aphorisms 

P L A N N I N G 
Demand and obtain exact specifications in writing. 
Visit the site and talk to the people who work there. 
Plan the system architecture first. 
Handle the intractable jobs at the beginning. 
Find more than one solution in critical problem areas. 
Avoid innovation where conventional solutions exist. 
Spend more resources where your understanding is less. 
Do not "sub-optimize": spread tolerances uniformly. 

DESIGN A N D P R O C U R E M E N T 

Design the documentation while you design the system. 
Make a model, mathematical, computational, or physi
cal. 
Design the assembly and alignment sequences early on. 
Adjustments should be minimum possible set, orthogo
nal, lockable, and with proper sensitivity. 
Everything mechanical is made of India-rubber. 
Minimize: numbers of non-standard or special parts 
size and complexity of parts 
Write specifications for what you want. 
If someone already makes it, buy it from them. 
Reinvented wheels often end up being square (triangu
lar?) 
Buy the best and cry only once. 
Order the long lead items first. 
Second source critical items. 

TESTING 

Test all hardware as soon as it exists. 
Do not assume catalog items meet their specifications. 
Al low time to obtain replacements. 
Test at all stages: raw material, parts, subassemblies. 
Test the completed system exhaustively. 
Test it some more. 
Quantify performance to a little beyond that required. 

QUAL ITY C O N T R O L 

Quality is satisfying the customer. 
Rule 1: The customer is always right. 
Rule 2: If the customer ever appears not to be right, 
refer to Rule 1. 
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Conclusions 

It is impossible to itemize all the various things that 
must be considered in the design and construction of any 
original optical system. What may be established is that all 
the obvious problem areas have been anticipated and 
thought about. Finding solutions to problems before they 
become serious makes even difficult programs proceed ac
ceptably. Having the courage and dedication actually to 
think about all the facets of a complex system at the plan
ning stage takes a great deal of mental discipline; it also 
avoids later pain. As with many properties of folk wisdom, 
it is not always the most obvious or apparently logical 
approach that leads to the best solution. It appears not to 
be well learned from written texts but more effectively by 
experience and apprenticeship. Table VI, a list of homilies, 
may make the differences between adequacy and excel
lence. 

In summary, to make an optical instrument, system, or 
subsystem, there are many things to be considered. The 
exercise of this analytic function, followed by synthesis of 
the best ideas, is the most probable way of achieving ac
ceptable performance. The considered facets should be se
lected not only from standard scientific and engineering 
texts, but from the pool of experience available personally 
and from colleagues, anecdotal observations, and histori
cal preferences. The experience of making mistakes may 
not be the only way to learn but it certainly is effective. 

Table VI 
Obvions Homilies 

—Intend the excellence of your design. 
—Study how others have approached or solved the prob

lem. 
—Test the adequacy of this for your present purposes. 
—Understand why something was done the way it was 

done before you commit to a different method. 
—Seek advice, comments, recommendations. 
—Consider them carefully. 
—Disregard those that don't feel right. 
—Never trust opinion, however informed, without evi

dence. 
—If you are being brilliantly innovative, think about it 

harder, and get more people to check it. 
—Question everything. 
—Analyze and understand the answers. 
—Test every assumption. 
—Historical reasons are sometimes only unexamined prej

udice. 
—Historical reasons are sometimes wise cautionary guide

lines. 
—Distinguish between intelligent compromises and short

cuts. 
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